PURDY® OFFERS PREMIUM-GRADE SURFACE PREP TOOLS
FOR ANY PAINTING PROJECT
CLEVELAND—Surface preparation is extremely important when looking to achieve the perfect
finish to any project. To help professionals get desirable results, Purdy®, the leading
manufacturer of high quality painting tools, created a line of premium knives, scrapers and multiuse tools. Designed to tackle the tough, tedious and time-consuming tasks of surface
preparation, Purdy’s Premium-Grade surface prep tools feature large, no-slip comfort grips for
precise control. The high-carbon steel blades also provide for maximum durability and the
hammerhead nail-set handles allow for quick repair work.
“The hardest part of the project is making sure the surface is prepared properly,” said Andrew
Marsden, Purdy Product Manager. “Purdy’s prep tools are comfortable, lightweight but durable
for the toughest jobs.”


6-inch flex-blade joint knife



1-1/2-inch flex-blade putty knife



4-inch flex-blade joint knife



6-in-1 painter’s tool



3-inch stiff-blade angled scraper



6-in-1 painter’s tool featuring a stainless-



3-inch flex-blade angled scraper

steel blade (all other tools feature high-



2-inch flex-blade putty knife

carbon steel)



1-1/2-inch stiff-blade putty knife

Pros demand durability and performance; Purdy delivers with a line of tools that are hardworking and will last from project to project under the most rugged conditions.
For more information about the Premium-Grade prep tool line or any of Purdy’s paint
applications products, visit purdy.com.

###

About Purdy
Purdy is the leading manufacturer of professional painting applicators for paint and decorating
projects, delivering innovative products that provide the perfect finish. For more than 85 years,
professional painters and skilled do-it-yourselfers have looked to Purdy for high-quality,
handcrafted tools. Purdy offers premium paintbrushes, roller covers, extension poles, surfacepreparation tools and paint accessories for almost every application. Purdy strives on its
commitment to quality, durability and performance. PROS demand…PURDY delivers.
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